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\ ABSTRACT

God and World in Schleiermacher's
Dialektik and Glaubenslehre

by

John Edwin Thiel, M.A.

"

The relationship between philosophy and theology in Schleier-
•

macher's thought has been the subject of controversy ever since the
...

incipience of scholarship q~voted to the criticism of the nineteenthI,
century theologia~'s work.

. .
This thesis attempts to contribute to an

understanding of this issue through an examination of the relationship

between God and t~orld in Sch1eiermacher's seminal philosophical and

..-
theological works, respective1~, the Dia1ektik and the Glaubensrehre.

The posthumously published lectures on Dialektik portray

Schleiermacher's mature endeavors in philosophical reflection.

Schleiermacher's point of departure in this work is specifically

epistemological in nature, the nineteenth centu~y theologian envision-

ing the task of the Dia1ektik as the aSCertainment at both the principles.

and the laws for the proper conduct of contested thinking to the cer- _

ta,inty of knowing. The fo~er constitutes the task of the Transcendental.
Part of the Dialektik; the latter the task 'of the Formal Part. The

interest of our study lies in t~~ Transcendental Part of the Dialektik

for it is here that Schleiernlacher considers the GQd-t~orld relationship.

r .
A fundamental aspect of the Transcendental Part of the Dialektik

involves the definition of the nature of thinking which knowing

• t> 0

presupposes as its foundation. According to Schleiernlacher, only

real thinking (wirkliches Denken), which unites intellection and
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sensibility, may provide such a groundwork. Real thinking occurs ip

the coalescence of the activity of reason (Vernunftthatigkeit) and the

faculty of organization (Organisation). The former provides ideal,

the latter real determination to the proce~s of thinking. This
•

necessary conjunction of the Ideal and the Real for the proper consti-

tution of real thinking is expressed by Schleiermacher at the conclusion
~

of the Transcendental Part of the Dialektik in terms of the God-World

relationship. In Scoleiermacher's view, the regulative principle Die

Welt (Real) nicht ohne Gott (Ideal), Gott nicht ohne die Welt governs

the proper expression of the God-World relationship which respects the
r

requisite conjunction of the Ideal and the Real in human thinking. As

such, Schleiermacher's delineation of the God-World relationship is

noetic in intent and summarizes the purport of his entire epistemology.

The Glaubenslehre is Schleiermacher's magnum 0EuS and~as been

acclaimed as the most influential Protestant dogmatics since Calvin's

Institutes. In Schleiermacher's view t the task of dqgmatics lies in
I

descrihing the Christian determination of pious feeling or immediate

self-c~nsciousness shared by q particular. Church at a given time.

According to Schleiermacher, the suqstance or content of valid Christian
\

doctrine must be derived solely from the pious experience of the Church;

the philosoph~cal, i.e~, the logical or dialectical, interest may only

play' a 'formal role in dogmatics. The logical or dialectical interest

may only contribute to the scientific construction of language and aid

in the systematic interconnection of in~ividual doctrinal ,propositions.

The interest of our study in Schleiermacher's dogmatics lies in the

First Part of the System of Doctrine, which is devoted to the exposition

of those Christian doctrines which express the general relationship
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between God and World: the doctrines of Creation and Preservation;

the doctrine of the divine attributes of eternity, omnipotence,

omniscien~ and omnipresence; and the doctrines of the original

perfection of man and World.

It is the contention of our study that Schleiermacher's philo-

sophical formulation of the God-World·xelationship in the Dialektik
\ ~~

served as a principle with respect to which his. exposition of Christian

doctrine in the First. Part of the Glaubenslehre was critically developed.

We maintain that the noetic correlation of God and World in the Dialektik,

which expresses the proper constitution of real thinking, shapes and

detetmines those doctrines in the First Part of the Glaubenslehre

expressing the general relationship between God and World. In our view,

this influence of the Dialektik upon the Glaubenslehre may not merely

be regarded as formalistic, but rather as substantive in nature. It
~

was against this influence of the logical or dial~ctical interest upon

the content of Christian doctrine that Schleiermacher argued throughout
•

v his career as a dogmatic theologian. As a result, we conclude that

Schleiermacher failed. to maiqtain the exclusion of the influence of

the philosophical interest upon the content of doctrine demanded by his

own view on the methodology of dogmatics.
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CHAPTER J

INTRODUCTION

The era following that period in the history of Protestant

thou~ht known as Orthodoxy witnessed the emergence of severe critical

reactions against the formal categories in terms of which the theolo-

gians of the seventeenth century framed the doctrinal tenets of the

Christian faith. One of these reactions, in fact, was so opposed to

the state into which Protestantism had fallen that it denigrated the

importance of faith and apotheosized reason in iis stead. This

approach, which for want of a better term may be called rationalism,

can be seen as a development from the French philosophes, through the

Enlightenment .theologians, culminating in Kant's moral religion built

upon the foundation of pure practical reason alone. Another reaction,

Pietism, sought to overcome the formalism of Orthodoxy n't through the

rejection of faith and the assertion of reason, but rather through a

flight from the world of the profane and in an emphasis upon a religion

of inwardness. Based on its claim to an intensely subjective approach

to religion, its spiritualism, and even certain mystical elements in

the history of Pietism, one may rightly make the judgment that this

critical reaction to Orthodoxy differed greatly from, and was actually

opposed to, the critical reaction of rationa~\t;:ationalismand

Pietism, however, are opposed with regard to the nature of their

respective critical reactions aga~nst Protestant Orthodoxy, it should

1
..
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be observed that both sh re an important common element. Rationalism

and Pietism both turn to the experience of the human subject as the

basis for the expre~1on of religious truth.

The influence of these critical strains upon modern Christian

theology ~an be seen as they ~erged in the thought of the nin~teenth
)

,

century theologian Friedrich D. E. Schleiermacher (1768-1834). It was

\

he who turned the Christian tradition in a new direction by incorporating

Doth the Moravian influence of his early youth and the critical spirit of

post-Kantian thought in a Christian dogmatics which attempted to unite

these divergent strains wh~leryet ret~ining their

stances against theological lormalism. It 15 the

original critical

~o-existence of these

~wo temperaments in Schleiermacher's thought which animates its essen-

tially dialectical nature.

It is ~mewhat curious, however, that whereas both Pietism and

rationalism, as"expressions of dissatisfaction with the dogmatic pre-

sentation of seventeenth century Orthodoxy, lie at the basis of

Schleiermacher's thought, it was Schleiermacher himself who developed

the most influential Protestant dogmatics since Ca~vin's Institutes of

the Christian Religion. This apparent anomaly is disslpated in the

recognition that Schleiermacher's dogmatics, by his oWn admission, is
,

developed solely with regard to the positive experience of the believing

subject. It is this focus upon human experience, it should be r~called,

which Pietism and rationalism share in common. In this thesis we shall

explore the extent to which each of these divergent strains.which

coalesced in Schleiermacher's thought, Pietism and rationa~ism, contribu-

ted to the constitution of the spectrum of positive experience which,

in his view, Christian dogmatics assumes as the basis of its expression.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































